Comments Offered by Concerned Citizens
The following comments were received through website submissions
All comments are shown exactly as submitted, no changes have been made
Name and Date Comment Was
Submitted:

Comment:
“I would like to see SCE&G reduce the lake level

Name not provided - 2/9/05

Dezzani, M. - 2/19/05

Kletter - 3/2/05

fluctuation. The difference between winter and
summer lake level is a considerable difference. It
plays havok with my dock, causes me to be
frightened to boat in the winter months (stumps and
sandbars), upsets the entire ecosystem of the lake
and shoreline (fish, animals and plants), and reduces
the overall lake enjoyment by everyone. There are
many lake in the southeast that seem to be able to
keep the fluctuation to within a few feet, why not
Lake Murray as well?”

“I would like to express my opinion that 354 ft is
excellent low water level for the winter draw down.
Barring any unforeseen events (damn work, weed
control, etc....), 354 ft should be the low water mark
for the year. Thank you for taking the time to read
my input.”
“Just to let you know that this winter's lake levels
are excellent and we hope that you will continue to
keep the lake's minimum level this way in the
future.”
“Drownings and river rescues will continue on the
Saluda River until SCE&G acts like a responsible
neighbor and establishes planned releases from the
Saluda-Hydro plant.
It is my opinion that tourism could grow from this
valuable asset, the Saluda River.

Name not provided - 6/20/05

However, the "at your own risk" use of the river
now is extremely dangerous, unpredictable and
eliminates the river as a focus of recreational use.
Furthermore, the siren and light warnings continue
to go off when there is a "change" in river levels, up
or down. Therefore,
they are not adhered to because they often cry
wolfe. That would be the first step to provide
for the safety and well-being of the public utilizing
the river for recreation.
In my opionion, SCE&G could eliminate itself from
future legal actions for drownings if they would

simply print in the paper daily yesterday's CFS
releases and today's CFS releases.
If SCE&G would act like a responsible neighbor,
concerned about the well-being of the general
public, it would run the generators on scheduled
release dates (ie. Tuesday and Thursday afternoons)
to provide planned recreation on the river that
would be safer and more usefull than it is today.”

Hart, S. - 7/5/05
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"Please raise the lake to 360 and leave it at that
level. Obviously this depends on rainfall vs electric
demand. I suggest you slow the flow at night
when less electricity is being consumed. Slow the
flow down so that the lake rises. Please do this and
we will all be happy.”

